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ABSTRACT: A large variety of facts and figures are applied by many stakeholders into the valuation of a sustainable 

building, leaving a fragmented impression. There is a supposed value to everything, value is our relative concept of 

worth, and is a guiding aspect in decisions-making every day. There is a common interest for users, owners and the 

society to agree on the value of buildings, and to investigate whether our perception and the instruments to express 

value are in concert or conflict. This paper questions commonly used value concepts, discusses the actual value of a 

sustainable building and the available scales and measures. The hypothesis is that today´s expressions of 

sustainability in buildings in fact do not comply with the long-term value of sustainability accounted on the triple 

bottom line of economic, social and environmental dimensions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We spend 90% of our time inside buildings, and in fact 

we were genetically designed to be spending all our time 

outdoors. This fact puts a large obligation to the quality 

of the built environment, namely that it must secure our 

well-being and health on a long-term scale. At the same 

time, buildings are a large consumer of energy, more 

than 40% of the world’s total primary energy 

consumption and 24% of global carbon dioxide 

emissions. With energy production as a prime suspect in 

the current resource depletion debate, including the 

security aspect of the non-democratic regimes holding 

the most fossil reserves, it is obvious that buildings can 

be a valuable trilateral tool to diminish the negative 

impact, relieve political dependency and valuable for 

promoting our personal health. Buildings represent an 

imperative call for action. The question is whether we 

possess a common set of values to use as instrument for 

addressing this challenge? 
  

There is a supposed value to everything – either an 

ethical, i.e. personal or cultural value, or an economical 

value. Value is our relative concept of worth, and is a 

guiding aspect in the many decisions we take every day. 

There is a common interest for users, owners and the 

society to agree on the value of buildings, and to 

investigate whether our perception and the instruments to 

express value are in concert or conflict. We already agree 

broadly that buildings should be sustainable – but are still 

on an abstract level. Only if we agree on what to aim at, 

and how to express it, we can do progress. The key issue 

is to define and agree on how we measure it. This paper 
makes an attempt to investigate value aspects in 

sustainable buildings, point out the gaps and suggest key 

focus areas as a way forward.  

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The empirical data investigated in this paper are based on 

three types of value expressions – theory, quantitative 

and qualitative; as in philosophy, expression and 

perception. The interaction of the three aspects is the key 

subject of this paper; the analysis is performed in four 

steps.  
 

First of all, the value concept is reviewed in literature, 

looking for the key theories in the respective universes of 

architecture and business, as a point of departure for the 

quantitative and the qualitative analyses, which again 

form the background of the fourth investigation, which is 

the juxtaposition between the former analyses. The 

quantitative analysis ascertains current tools and 

stipulations of facts and metrics, by which sustainable 

buildings are appraised, identifying degrees of 

completeness and potential gaps. Reporting of EU 

compliance tools, structure of CEN TC 350 and 

international assessment schemes are explored. The data 

is set up in a comparative analysis, along with the Active 

House specifications, and with an eye to the commonly 

used denominators and metrics applied. As case universe, 

consolidated data from four demonstration projects in the 

Model Home 2020 programme are used. The qualitative 

study is personal semi-structured interviews with twelve 

key international stakeholders, answering to questions on 

value perception, challenges and main influences into 

sustainable construction.  
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Each analysis is discussed individually, and then the 

final juxtaposition of key learnings and results identifies 

the status of common denominators, the economical 

aspects, and discusses motivations and needs to bring 

about decisive changes in future sustainable construction.  

 

 

RESULTS 

Two types of value are typically discussed – instrumental 

or intrinsic. Instrumental is the value of an object, or a 

concept, a programme - a thing, which can lead to a 

desired effect. The object represents a value, due to its 

ability to act as an instrument. The concept of intrinsic 

value is not quite as straight-forward. Firstly, opinions 

differ largely as to the question whether there can be 

such a value as intrinsic. Intrinsic value can be the 

recognition of an object having a good of its own, and 

that this does not depend on outside factors. 

Consequently, this type of value is to be recognized 

rather than given to the object [1].  
 

When speaking about value as a concept, there is a 

fundamental formula defined in 1969: Value = benefits - 

costs. We choose between which benefits for which costs 

using price, priority and duty as navigators [2]. The price 

or market value of a house is the quantity of resources to 

be put down, to allow you to have control over the asset, 

so you can move into the house, and use it as background 

for your life. The house represents a price; however it 

does not tell you the value of the property. This is 

decided by the priority, which means avoiding certain 

things, thus ensuring greater overall benefits, - more than 

others at the same prize value. This is to a large extent 

the satisfaction of needs, and prioritising these above 

each other, preferring some to others. Price, priority and 

duty are key priorities, when discussing values.  
 

Buildings cover human needs, from basic physiological 

needs, to framing of life achievements [3] (Fig. 1). As 

such, the human interaction with a building is a vital 

interface, particularly for valuation. Sensoric value is a 

cornerstone of this interaction [4], seems however not to 

be integrated into commonly used appraisals of buildings 

as such. Altogether we navigate by value judgments, 

whereas facts function as instruments for these decisions 

and directions. Facts belong into a tool box, and value 

judgments are typically intrinsical, as in the feeling of 

home as opposed to speaking about a house. The value 

possessed by things, must be distinguished from the 

values held by people [5]. Looking at buildings through 

this perspective, there is the property value, ascertained 

in appraisals. These are however also subject to the value 

people attribute to the building - attractive position, view, 

technological smartness, quality of volume, practical 

interiors, closeness to schools, public transport etc.  

These values add up into the market value - reflecting 

also personal values, projected onto the property. An idea 

of property value as a factual statement is theoretically 

viable. It is however very questionable whether a 

property can be ascertained in an appraisal for its 

magnitude without using observations made by people. A 

pure factual statement about a building as a whole is not 

a realistic assumption; a personal value judgment will 

always be implied. 

 

In the quantitative study, first basic finding is that the 

typical format of accounting for quantification of energy 

in buildings, in public compliance tools and in general, is 

kWh/m2/year. Using this as single expression of value is 

problematic, since it is not crystal-clear what exactly is 

described or allocated into which categories, from 

country to country, not even from one engineering 

company to the other in the same European country. The 

formula kWh/m2/year does not inform about the actual 

environmental footprint or the efficiency of the building 

as for how many people are using it; the mathematical 

equations leading to what is only seemingly factual 

statements entail personal value judgments by the 

calculating engineer. Energy for appliances is not 

necessarily part of the complete stipulation, meaning that 

the formula only gives information on part of the 

consumption picture. The energy needed for maintenance 

and services during the buildings lifetime is not reflected, 

neither is the energy used for producing components and 

on the construction site is not included, not to mention 

the lifetime expectancy of the building, the effort for 

demolition at end of life. On top of this, there is the much 

wider picture than just the greenhouse effect, stipulated 

in CO2-emissions to take into account for the full 

environmental impact of a building, which includes four 

more categories (acidification, ozone depletion potential, 

photochemical ozone creation potential and 

eutrophication potential) to claim a complete 

documentation [6].  

 

The qualitative study was performed as 12 semi-

structured personal interviews; addressing the 

phenomenological understanding (consciousness, 

 

Figure 1: Maslows Pyramid of needs 
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experience) is what includes the human life world, and 

thus the body and human actions. The phenomenological 

approach is prevalent in qualitative research, and points 

to an interest in understanding social phenomena from 

the actor´s own perspectives and description of the world 

as experienced by the interview subjects, assuming that 

the important reality is what people perceive it to be [7]. 

The respondents answered with a visual aid of a generic 

value chain within building construction [8] (Fig 2). 

Figure 2: Linear value chain 

 

Findings within the stakeholders’ reference and influence 

frames show that focus in the international building 

industry slopes to the initial part of the value chain, 

whereas operations are not a top of mind matter, not 

rated as important in terms of influence. When asked to 

mention a sustainable building, few of the interviewees 

were in fact conscious on any reference catalogue of 

sustainable buildings, and prompted by the question to 

mention values of sustainable buildings, the reference 

was quite mixed, ranging from energy or carbon, to 

benefit for users and a balance of the complexity, no 

consensus within this group of professionals. Answering 

questions on the meaning of time, economy is what 

comes to mind. On defining barriers and incentives, the 

client is the key stakeholder setting benchmarks, whereas 

planners provide the product, serving instrumentally 

only. A major barrier is the lack of knowledge and 

perception, and complexity poses a very large barrier. 

Looking ahead, the interviewees’ consensus is that the 

real challenge is in the existing stock, since most 

buildings are already built. 

 

After investigating value theories as well as 

quantitative and qualitative aspects, the focus is to look 

for common ground and denominators. The primary 

areas are the elements of value appraisals, and the link to 

the economical dimension. The theory applied to this 

comparative analysis is double hermeneutics, a concept 

advocated by the British sociologist Anthony Giddens. 

Giddens claims, like the philosophers Heidegger and 

Husserl that any science must relate to humans as 

subjects and develop understanding from the findings 

[9]. Natural and technical sciences however typically 

operate in an understanding of single hermeneutics, and 

not with subject-matter – the social conduct of humans. 

Social sciences operate in both universes, involving two-

way ties and interactions between subjects and 

technology or physics. Sociologists can include laymen 

accounts, whereas technical scientists respect and 

oversee only expertise and matter [9]. Double 

hermeneutics is of considerable complexity, due to the 

two-way street it is moving along, which is even 

continuously changing, as it is adapting to the laymen 

actors [10]. So is the daily and yearly life world 

experienced in buildings, and thus the impact of user 

behaviour.  
 

Double hermeneutics means relating to the social life, 

in which lay actors act, and to reconstitute these within a 

frame of meaning involved in a technical conceptual 

scheme [11]. This could be a generic description of most 

buildings – they make sense because of the human 

interaction. So the product of the natural sciences will be 

subject to filter into a layman discourse and become 

elements and reference frame of everyday life, work and 

play. Individuals engage with buildings – with the life 

world they experience. Buildings are subject to this, and 

in fact natural sciences, the technology, must subordinate 

to the social functions. Transforming the double 

hermeneutics into buildings, it would mean the 

acceptance of the fact that a building needs to work for 

the users / inhabitants to claim success. The building 

must work on the social level to be successful. Any 

building is a social object. Meaning is produced through 

the interaction, the life and use of the building, by 

humans. Not by start of the ventilation system, and not 

be the sheer functioning of the lights. The demand of 

natural sciences is that things must make sense; at the 

best common sense. Technique is an instrument, and not 

a goal in itself.  

 

Customers to buildings are often laymen – users, 

investors, developers, which is why the universe of 

buildings represents the universe of double hermeneutics, 

namely including the human interaction. Supposing that 

a building would have a value without the social aspect 

would be to suppose an intrinsical value to it as such, 

without any appraisal attributed, not a reality scenario.   
 

Economics is as well a major driver, as a potential 

showstopper for the development of sustainable 

buildings. Can a building be sustainable if it is not 

affordable? If not, this threshold will be too high to cross, 

and we will not move the locomotive. The findings 

confirm that economical instruments to calculate an 

economy over time are available, looking after a building 

is a precious part of its value, which can be applied into a 

life cycle costing perspective, which corresponds to the 

way we value buildings intrinsical. A typical delusion is 

that prize is a decisive factor. Price and cost represent a 

short-sighted perspective, whereas value and return of 
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investment apply for longevity in the economical 

dimension of sustainable buildings. Longevity as 

economical parameter would be key to overcome this 

barrier, and pursue long term value creation. 
 

Summing up on findings, juxtapositioned: The 

challenge is larger than what is currently acknowledged 

and addressed, mainly in the existing stock; the 

disciplines are very different – a need to do more to get 

the necessary knowledge and experience; sustainable 

buildings are not more expensive, there are economically 

viable models, if you account in life-cycle costing and 

investments; today we count only a fraction of the actual 

consumption, where the full picture should include the 

beginning of the energy investment, and the end; total 

life cycle perspectives set buildings in a time span, 

however it is not widely recognized nor applied; there is 

a wider gap between theory and practice than expected; 

the key role of a building is the value of the human 

interaction. Paradoxically consensus identifies processes 

and focus on the existing stock as what really matters and 

taking place at the end of the value chain however the 

focus of influence is at the beginning of the value chain; 

relating to buildings in a lifetime perspective in 

economic, social and environmental dimensions, must 

include our current ethics and values. Ethics and values 

play a large role in the process, where also the value 

propositions are made, in the value chain; the real 

delivery is the daily operations, since the operations 

phase is the major impact area, but little attention is paid 

to study how a building actually works, too little respect 

and too few studies call for action in this area.  

 

  

DISCUSSION 

The topic of sustainable buildings is relevant to all of us , 

whether we are professionally participating in the 

development, or laymen users of them. Our needs and 

interests are employed, and in a very wide range, from 

security to social, and from technical to social levels. 

This creates an imperative need of heightening 

consciousness of how to regard the measures and to 

create a concert rather than a conflict.  
 

The size of a home footprint is important, as in how 

much space we are using: US standards of house sizes 

have increased from an average 90m2 in the 1950´ies to 

211m2 in 2004 [12]. Are we willing to address the 

problem through implosion? There is a formula 

suggesting that the Environmental Impact of a group = 

Population x Consumption x Technology [13]. This 

formula poses a number of questions which should in 

fact be investigated outside of the individual building. 

Possibly building fabric can be regarded as generic. As a 

common property with common denominators, being a 

common problem and representing a common potential 

for solving a huge challenge. This would challenge the 

property concepts we have today, however be beneficial 

in a progress perspective.   
 

To facilitate a qualified discussion on quantitative 

indicators of sustainable buildings, there must be a 

common terminology as basic platform, the idea of 

common metrics. A first step is establishing a common 

understanding through a common terminology.  
 

Table 1: Complexity levels by target group and complexity 

_______________________________________ 

Label                 Target group Complexity 

___________________________________________ 

 
Performance Category  Politicians & Public     3 

General Indicators    Policy Makers & Press   12 

Informative Indicators   Peers & Professionals   69  

__________________________________________ 

 

Metrics serve as an instrument only, and with a levelled 

communication approach to the communication level, 

each target group can take a bite equivalent to their 

appetite for knowledge (Table 1). When the essential 

values of a building are proven during its lifetime, during 

the human interaction, and the beneficial or malicious 

effects during this process, it is nearly fatal, that the 

discipline is not enjoying attention equivalent to its 

importance. There seems to be a lack of a professional 

instrumentation to value and handle this important area.  

 

In many respects, sustainability in buildings is a back 

to basics theme, where a low-tech approach can be the 

first major steps and a high-tech application can happen 

later if at all. To the question whether there is an 

established common terminology, or value agreement in 

buildings, it seems very peculiar that time, which is a 

precious resource in a daily life, does not enjoy top of 

mind in the area of sustainable buildings. Clients being 

the main value influencer mean that the power of setting 

the value demands rests with typically laymen. The lack 

of a mainstream culture is a big barrier, and opens the 

area to abuse and miscommunication like greenwash. 

The lack of common acknowledgement of goals and 

values are arresting the development in a conservative 

industry. A spider web output is a simple, yet widely 

applicable tool for visualising common goals and 

metrics, offering as well the option of several layers of 

complexity, through sub-webs (Fig.3)  
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Figure 3: Active House spider web  

 

There is little knowledge and experience on the 

existing stock, which is high on complexity and low in 

professional prestige. The task herein is highly 

underrated. It is of utmost importance, that awareness is 

brought about on how to regard measures and metrics, to 

create a concert rather than a conflict. There is a need to 

shift focus and make the existing stock and the nearness 

to buildings relevant and important. A call for a fresh 

starting point on how to address the existing stock, which 

is in fact the big responsible task waiting for the 

professional community of the building industry. A 

higher prestige level of the existing stock is top priority.  
 

The value chain used in the analysis is classically 

linear. Possibly, there is lacking the dimension of time; 

time as in longevity, enduring of materials, long term 

investment, and lifelong health qualities. The time aspect 

is also what is crucial when discussing the existing stock 

– as it contains time already, the first address is what 

should be kept, what needs to go for good? There is 

beauty, use and endurance in the existing stock, however 

a lack of tools, with which the social, environmental and 

economical values can be accounted, to plan 

professionally. 

 
 
Figure 4: Circular value chain 

 

Adding goals to the value chain serves the purpose that 

these are never lost out of sight, that they are agreed 

upon, and that goals define needs, this way they become 

intrinsical and are not subject to various programming 

and professional attention (Fig 4). Closing the chain 

makes it describe a perpetually evolving and revolving 

process. Chains work better when connected.    
 
 

CONCLUSION 

Motivation is decisive - what will drive us to satisfy our 

daily thirst for life? What gets us out of bed in the 

morning is not the idea to get up and save energy; the 

goal is the unity, and the meaning is produced through 

the transaction between the body, imagination and 

environment, provides the unity. This is what we use to 

choose between price, priority and duty. 
 

Unfortunately the current practice of accounting and 

expressing value in sustainable buildings does not 

necessarily support our reason to get out of bed. Key 

discussion aspects sum up the needs: to do a review of 

economical thinking into life cycle costing, so we think 

investments instead of costs, could prove to be a major 

change agent. To apply time as a goal and value tool and 

professionalised, employment of life expectancy and 

impacts over time can be decisive as value parameters; 

To focus on the lion´s share of the challenge in the 

existing stock, where the planning professions are 

anaemic in terms of expertise and in desperate need of a 

knowledge transfusion; there is a substantial element of 

self-betrayal with the current appraisal practise, not 

embracing the full picture; sensoric, or soft values are in 

fact the very goal, so these should be acknowledged into  

planning as well as accounting; since laymen are the 

most influential stakeholders in buildings, best to avoid 
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rocket science in the main common terminology to 

secure a mutual understanding and alignment.  
 

It will not be the media-effective projects, nor the 

makers and much reputed architects of shining new green 

buildings who will efficiently reduce the environmental 

impacts from buildings. It will in fact be the facilities 

managers and the owners responsible for the buildings 

existing and in operation, who can make the difference. It 

will take a cultural change that we become used to reuse, 

repair, and renew in respect of existing resources, and 

particularly the awareness of what actually matters in the 

long run, thus for the next generations, from whom we 

borrow the planet. Caring for what is already on the 

planet, learning to acknowledge and account for it, will 

be the in fact most valuable instrument, that we can give 

on to the future. 
 

There seems to be a risk that the triangular concept of 

the sustainability dimensions has led to separate looking 

of these aspects (Fig. 5) [14]. Instead of fulfilment of 

daily needs to feel good, well-being anno 2012, we may 

need to rethink and adjust our focus to not separating the 

social from the economic, since they are in fact soul-

mates. We should agree on the goals to aim at welfare for 

all and environmental conservation, serving future 

generations, well-being anno 2050. 
 

 
Figure 5: Dimensions of Sustainability, Our Common Future 

 

What is the value proposition of sustainable 

buildings? This paper has looked for a response in the 

literature, in the quantitative metrics, and by asking key 

stakeholders. We do not have the formula yet. The field 

to concentrate the lion´s share of the efforts is the 

existing stock. We must strengthen the professional tools, 

number of demonstration projects and research, and 

heighten the professional prestige. The imperative is that 

we start thinking differently, about how to we make 

common sense out of sensibility. It seems that if we can 

acknowledge our own senses, and put our own long term 

health and comfort at the top of the list, this could get our 

priorities right; then we can exchange on a qualified level 

about goals, and gain important territory. If we can 

develop a currency, and a feel for this currency, we can 

also valuate it and compare it. Common metrics mean a 

common terminology, and that is an excellent starting 

point for a discussion.  
 

We should be aware and acknowledge that buildings 

are more than objects of admiration, or a mere product of 

a construction management process. It is a primary part 

of our ongoing experience with life, and that is worth a 

fortune! 

 

 
Fig 6: Case Universe, Model Home 2020; Demonstration 

Projects Programme in 5 countries in Europe 
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